09:00-10:00
Presentation on World Bank-Austria Urban Partnership Program (UPP) – Strengthening local government capacity in South-East Europe

Mrs. Tamara Nikolic, World Bank Program Coordinator
Mrs. Solène Dengler, Urban Partnership Program
10:00-10:15
Coffee break
10:15-12:00
Policy dialogue & advocacy strategies of CIB members

Mrs. Sara Hoeflich, UCLG learning agenda
Mrs. Christine Rehberger, Regional Manager for Sustainability and Environment in Upper Austria
Mrs. Emilia Saiz, Secretary General UCLG (video message)
Questions for discussion

• How do you relate to your national government? How are discussions going?
  • How to engage local governments in international agendas/policy dialogue
  • How do you align global development agendas to local strategies (and vice versa)
• How do you advocate for decentralized cooperation and local SDG implementation at national government?
  • How can we share experiences?
12:00-12:40
Introduction on first study on SDGs and decentralised cooperation
Pablo Martinez Oses
12:40-14:00
Networking lunch and market of concrete tools and examples of members
14:00-17:00

1. Gender mainstreaming through gender sensitive and participatory urban development (with Thymen)
2. Field visit Smart-City Seestadt Aspern (with Joyce)
17:30 Farewell drinks at Café Stein

Meet again tomorrow at 09:00, upstairs